Value of mitral valve tenting volume determined by real-time three-dimensional echocardiography in patients with functional mitral regurgitation.
This study sought to evaluate mitral valve tenting volume (TnV) as a clinical parameter using real-time 3-dimensional echocardiography in patients with functional mitral regurgitation (MR). In 27 patients with functional MR and 4 controls without mitral disease, real-time 3-dimensional echocardiographic images were obtained to measure TnV frame by frame from presystole to end-systole. The maximal and minimal TnVs during systole were identified in each patient, and mitral annular areas and tenting heights were also measured. Using 2-dimensional echocardiography, tenting area (TnA) was measured from the apical long-axis, apical 4-chamber, and apical 2-chamber views. The regurgitant orifice area was measured by the proximal isovelocity surface area method. Maximal and minimal TnVs occurred at the time of 2 +/- 6% and 78 +/- 6% of whole systolic duration, respectively, and the systolic percentage change of TnV was related to that of tenting height but not to that of mitral annular area. TnA on the long-axis images was significantly larger than that on the 4- and 2-chamber images (2.5 +/- 1.4 vs 1.7 +/- 1.3 and 1.9 +/- 1.4 cm(2), respectively, p <0.001). Regurgitant orifice area was significantly correlated with maximal TnV (r = 0.90), minimal TnV (r = 0.86), and TnA on the long-axis (r = 0.79), 4-chamber (r = 0.75), and 2-chamber (r = 0.73) images. Among minimal TnV and 3 TnAs, minimal TnV was the only independent determinant of regurgitant orifice area (p <0.001). Minimal TnV >or=3.90 ml identified significant functional MR with a sensitivity of 86% and a specificity of 100%. In conclusion, TnV derived from real-time 3-dimensional echocardiography is a preferable novel single index for assessing mitral valve tethering in functional MR to TnA that is dependent on the location of 2-dimensional planes.